SMART-UP
& TAKE CONTROL
OF YOUR
ENERGY USE
A guide to using your
smart meter to manage
your energy use

Monitor your account balance with
your IHD and top up online, over the
phone, by smart app or at your local
shop. But, don’t forget! There’s more
to your IHD than the balance screen.
Take the steps in this leaflet and use
it to also monitor and manage your
energy use.

1

Get to grips with your
In Home Display

Your energy supplier will have given you a monitor called an In Home
Display (IHD).
This is free and comes with the smart meter. If you can’t find your IHD
contact your supplier. To get the most out of your smart meter it is
important to understand and use your IHD.
•

Play around with your IHD to get comfortable with how it works. If you
have any questions consult the user guide that came with your IHD.

•

Keep the IHD somewhere
you will see and use it
often, for example the
kitchen.

•

Keep the IHD switched
on and plugged into the
mains. Don’t worry – it
will only cost around £1
per year to run.

SMART PREPAY?

DO
YOU HAVE
CHILDREN?

Monitor your account balance with your
IHD and top up online, over the phone,
by smart app or at your local shop. But,
don’t forget: There’s more to your IHD
Engage them and
than the balance screen.
the entire family with
Follow the steps in this leaflet and
the IHD. Everyone may have
use it to also monitor and manage
different and novel ideas on how
your energy use.
to save energy!

2

Understand which of your
electricity appliances are
energy guzzlers

Got to grips with your IHD? Now use
it to find out the running costs of your
electricity appliances.
•

Scroll to the screen on your IHD
that shows how much electricity in
£/hour you are using right now.

•

Walk around the house and test
the running cost of different
electrical appliances. You can take
the IHD with you and power it on
by plugging it into the mains. Some examples to try: switch the kettle on and
watch what happens to the electricity cost. Check what costs more to reheat
food: your oven or the microwave.

•

Watch out for the appliances that cause a big spike in electricity usage and
make the cost (£/hour) figure shoot up. Think about how long you normally
run those appliances for and ways you could potentially cut costs by using
those appliances less.

DID YOU KNOW?
Filling the kettle five times a day for a
single cup of tea will cost you £55 per
year. Only boiling what you need in the
kettle will save you over £40 per year.
(For a 3 kW kettle with a 4-minute
boiling time at a unit rate for electricity
of 15p per kWh. Savings are calculated
based on quarter-filling the kettle five
times per day.)

TO P T I P
Use your IHD to find out
which appliances cause a big
spike in electricity usage and
make the cost (£/hour) figure
shoot up. Think about ways
you could potentially cut
costs by using those
appliances less.

3

Monitor your electricity
consumption & remember:
it’s (usually) good to be green

Understand your appliance running costs? Now try monitoring your
consumption day-to-day.
•

Refer to the light on your IHD to
•
see how much electricity you are
using right now. Green indicates
low electricity use, orange medium
use and red high use.

•

If you are using a high-energy
appliance like a kettle it may
turn the light to red for a short
time. Don’t worry, this is not a
cause for concern. But: is the
light red and you don’t know
why? Check to see that you
have not left any appliances
running or switched on
accidentally. For example, a TV
or hot water immersion heater.

I M P O RTA NT

Leaving the house or going
to bed? Check the light or £/
hour cost screen to make sure
your electricity costs aren’t
unexpectedly high. If they are,
check what you can turn down
or turn off.

TOP TIP
Remember that the
light (green, orange,
red) only refers to
electricity usage,
not gas.

Depending on which supplier you are with the light system on your IHD will
operate slightly differently:
•

British Gas and E.ON customers: the lights (green, orange, red) relate to
electricity usage. For example, green will indicate your electricity use is low at
that moment in time.

•

Prepayment customers with Utilita and Ovo: the lights on the ‘Account Info’
screen of your ‘SECURE’ brand IHD relate to available credit. For example, green
will indicate you have plenty of money left on your meter. However, when on
the ‘Usage Now’ screen the lights relate to your rate of electricity usage. For
example, green will indicate a low rate of usage. Consult your IHD user guide for
more information. Or, ask your energy advisor at the SMART-UP advice visit.

4

Set yourself a budget to save

Are you monitoring your electricity use day-to-day? Now start
comparing and tracking your usage over time.
•

Scroll to the screen on your IHD that shows your Historical Usage.
Compare your electricity costs today with yesterday. At the end of
the week compare your electricity costs this week with last week.
For example, did you spend £13.18 on electricity this week but only
£10.55 last week?

•

Start tracking your weekly and monthly costs over time. To help you
do this use your SMART-UP Energy Diary provided with this booklet.

•

Once you have a good understanding of how much you are spending
on electricity you may like to set a daily, weekly or monthly budget.
The budget could be to maintain your electricity costs at an amount
affordable to you or to challenge yourself by setting a target to save
a few pence per day. Added up, this could lead to significant savings
over the year. You can do this on your IHD by scrolling to the Budget
or Target screen.

REMEMBER
It’s important to
stay warm and
comfortable in
your home – so
set a budget
that is right for
you and your
household.

5

Make the change

Stay within budget by taking simple
steps to control your electricity use.
•

•

Think about what you can
turn down or switch off. For
example, the average UK
household loses £30 per
year by leaving appliances
on standby mode.1 Switch
appliances off at the mains
or consider getting a simple
Standby Saver or TV
Powerdown – they can cost
less than £5.
Refer to the energy advice leaflet
from your housing provider or
NEA’s leaflet – Top 10 Tips
to Stay Warm and Healthy In
Your Home – for more energy
saving ideas.

TOP TIP

PERSONALISED
A DV I C E
Interested in getting even more
personalised tips on how to save
energy and control costs? Contact
your supplier and ask to opt in
to half-hourly meter readings
if you don’t already do so. Your
supplier can then provide you with
personalised advice to reduce your
energy costs. They may also have
tools that can compare your usage
to homes similar to yours.

Make a monthly pledge to carry out one or two energy and
money saving actions – such as washing your clothes at 30°.
This can use 40% less energy1 and is gentler on your clothes.
1. Source: Energy Saving Trust

6

Don’t forget the gas

Got a grip on electricity? Don’t forget the gas.
•

If you have a smart gas meter fitted then you can also use your IHD
to monitor your gas use. Track what you are spending on your gas
over a day, week or month and set a budget on your IHD to manage
your gas costs.

•

There are low effort and low cost steps you can take to manage your
heating costs. For example, use your heating controls to set a heating
programme that suits your household’s daily routine and avoids using
gas at times you don’t need it. Refer to the energy advice leaflet from
your housing provider or NEA’s leaflet – Top 10
Tips to Stay Warm
and Healthy
In Your Home
– for more
information.

REMEMBER
While a smart meter can help you monitor and manage your
energy costs it’s very important you use enough gas and
electricity to stay warm and comfortable in your home. If you
are struggling to afford your energy bills and already use as
little energy as possible there are people who can help you.
Contact your housing provider, supplier or Citizens Advice
consumer helpline on 03454 04 05 06.

FAQs
I have a smart meter, can I still switch energy supplier?
Yes you can, but if your new supplier does not yet offer smart
meters your meter may lose the ‘smart’ functions and it will
become an ordinary meter.
What happens if I move house – can I take the IHD with me?
No. Your IHD is linked to the meter and should be left for the next
occupant. Don’t forget to contact your supplier to tell them you
are moving.
For other questions about your smart meter or IHD consult your
IHD user guide or contact your energy supplier.
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